Synopsis

Rain Inscription gives vivid testimony to the paradox that human making is both lasting and fleeting. Each of its three sections (a sonnet Q&A with contemporary cultural studies, a renewal of the sayings of Herakleitos and Jesus, and a group of dialogues with contemporary artists) extends an already capacious dialogue beyond its prior limits.
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1. Choose a poem, or a section of a poem that resonates with you in a personal way. What images or themes appeal to you?
2. How do you think the three sequences, “Leading Questions,” “Logoi Sophon,” and “And the Voice of Materials” relate to each other?
3. What do you view as major themes in Rain Inscription?
4. Hix infuses several elements of nature in the poems. Discuss how Hix uses nature to express that human making is both lasting and fleeting.
5. Several poems in Rain Inscription reference birds. Choose three poems that mention birds. Compare and contrast these poems.
6. Do you think the poems involving birds give reference to a more spiritual meaning?
7. In the poem “yellow throated,” Hix mentions how the birds are common but they hide themselves from humans, only letting their presence known by their songs. Discuss how/when the yellow throated bird and humans are similar.
8. The poem, “what happens to all those tears?” discusses the fate of tears. What do you think should happen to tears instead of them just disappearing? What powers could be given to tears?
9. In the section, “Leading Questions,” Hix provides answers to questions posed in prior texts. Choose two of these questions and write your version of answers.
10. The phrase “Logoi Sophon” is from the ancient Greek tradition of sayings of the wise. Which sayings in this section resonate with you?
11. “And the Voice of Materials” presents prior, formalized dialogues with contemporary artists. Think of conversations (with your partner, colleague, friend, doctor, lawyer, etc.) in your daily life. Write a poem based on one of your conversations.
12. Discuss how the section “They ask as Anyone might” is reminiscent of prayers.
13. Also in “They ask as Anyone might,” why do you think Anyone, Sayer, and Hearer are in capital letters?
14. Hix evokes a sense of regret in several poems. Which poems do you think best convey this sense of regret?
15. In “Unfoldings,” Hix states, “Surely that rain tells a story.” What if rain were given a voice? What stories would it tell?
16. How does “Lustrations” contrast with the other poems in Rain Inscription?
17. Choose a phrase from any poem that resonates or stands out to you. Use this phrase to create a poem.
18. Discuss the poems that leave you with questions. What would you ask H.L. Hix about the poems?
19. In “Logoi Sophon,” Hix presents sayings from Herakleitos and Jesus, then provides a version of answers. Could other notable scholars or deities take the place of Herakleitos and Jesus?
20. Why do you think the sayings of Herakleitos and Jesus worked in this section? Why or why not?